T5 II Sport McLaren
Kabellose In-Ear-Hörer mit Qi-Ladepad im
McLaren Design

GALERIE

BESCHREIBUNG
The T5 II True Wireless Sport McLaren Edition earphones are built to endure anything that life throws at
them. Designed to stay dry and in place, you’ll never miss a beat of your journey.
LEGENDARY SOUND + GREAT FIT
After 60+ years of making legendary loudspeakers, we built upon our bold audio heritage to
revolutionize the headphone industry. Since 2007 we have been creating the most innovative
headphones on the market. We are the performance and comfort winners. Period. The same advanced
acoustic engineering and industrial design from our legendary home theater speakers provide the
performance, voice and design for the T5 II Series earphones. They are engineered for pure performance
and designed to be the best sounding most comfortable earphones on Earth and the embodiment of
legendary Klipsch sound.
PATENTED OVAL EAR TIPS
Klipsch T5 II True Wireless Sport earphones include 6 pairs of patented contour ear tips that are
designed to accurately sit inside the ear canal. These soft oval silicon tips reduce ear fatigue, provide
the ultimate comfort and an excellent seal for noise isolation and superior bass. They ﬁt better, they feel
better, and only Klipsch has them. Also included are pressure-relief memory foam ear tips and 3 sizes of

ear wings to keep the earphones from falling out.
HIGH CLARITY DYNAMIC DRIVER
Engineered from the ground up to deliver powerful performances from the smallest package, the T5 II
True Wireless Sport dynamic driver combines high output, neutral sound and deep bass extension. The
second generation T5 driver utilizes an all-new diaphragm with minimal thickness to enhance clarity and
improve audio quality across the entire frequency spectrum.
BATTERY LIFE
T5 II True Wireless Sport provides 8 hours of battery life on a single charge and up to 24 additional hours
with the charging case, giving you the freedom to take calls and listen all day long.
WIRELESS CHARGING CASE + MOISTURE REMOVAL SYSTEM
The rugged, dust and water-tight case not only charges your earphones but protects them when not in
use. The built-in reusable moisture removal system keeps your earphones dry and clean. For full
protection, the case can charge wirelessly with any wireless charging pad.
TRANSPARENCY MODE
This mode is designed to allow sound from the outside world into your ears, so you know what’s going on
around you.
BEAMFORMING MICROPHONES WITH cVc®
Four beamforming microphones integrated with clear voice chat automatically enhances voice clarity
and actively reduces environmental noise to ensure your calls are loud and clear.
DIGITAL ASSISTANT READY
Instantly trigger your voice assistant with one press.
SIGNAL-BOOST EXTERNAL ANTENNA
Delivers a high-quality, seamless connection between earphones and your device while minimizing the
footprint in your ear.
BLUETOOTH 5
Easily pair to your device for a quick, wireless connection.
SWEAT/WATER RESISTANT
IP67 rated means these earphones and case will withstand the elements.
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